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Paper I: Algebra, Differential.Geometry and Modeling

Subject Code: phd-062

Module I

*ifi:Ht,I#3;i',|;#;il[':fl:',:til,H;"1:*'i,ffi:,,f,::,J*;Eu,er'sphi tunction, rarmat,s theorem,
Group Theory:- Sub group,-permutation group, ry.ii.- g.oup, q*tient group, normar subgroup, Finitegroup: lagrange theorem, tyio*t the1e1ns, Rirg, hi.ti, reauciute 

"ri i*"ar"ible polynomial,Linear Algebra: vector spaces, sub space"s,-;;;- and dimenrior,, lirr.u, transformation, rank-nu,ity
llilli#;f,flli":*J'ffiJ::::ib"""tion, transition matrix, i*.,-p,oarct space, nonn space, sramme-

Recommended Books

l' Kenneth M Hoffinan & Ray Kunze, Linear Algebra(2nd.Edition), prentice Hall publications- 2' 
i#,f;fallian' contemporarv Abstrar, iiirii*A^Taffi'f)lkuroru pubrishing House, New

3. I. N. Herstein, Topics in Algebra, Wiley Eastern, 1975.

Module_Il

Differential Geometry: Tensor calculus, curves in space R3, curvature and torsion of smooth curves,Frenet-Serret formulae, osculating circle, osculating ,oh.r., spherical indicatrices, involutes and evolutes,fundamental theorem of space curves, second and third fundamental forms, surfaces in R3, regular surfaces,level sets of smooth functions on R3, surfaces of revolution, tangent vectors, tangent plane. geodesics,geodesics on a surface of revolution, geodesic curvature of a curve, Gauss-Bonnet Theorem (statementonly).

Mathematical Modeling simple situations requiring mathematical modeling, characteristics andlimitations of mathematical models, linear growth and decay models, Non linear growth and decay models,compartment models' Mathematical models through difference equations Basic theory of linear difference- equations with constant coeffrcients, economic and finance, population dynamic and genetics. situations thatcan be modeled through graphs, Directed graphs, signed graphs, and weighted digraphs.Mathematical modeling through linear programming, Transportation and assignment models, Game Th@ry,Network Model' Goal Programming, Non linear p.og.a*-ing problemr, t<ut ir- Tucker conditionsaitf,
Recommended Books ^ Lhrft'frtt {[rt1' c' E' weatherburn' An Introduction to Riemonnian Geometry and the Tensor calculus, cu ariag!uk :-Press, 200g.

2' P'K' Nayak' A Book on Tensor calculus and Riemannian Geomelry, Narosa publication

4' D' N' Burgh es' Mathematical uodiing n'tn, iirlot Management and Life science,Ellie Herwood and JorrnWiley.

: I' 1' Taha, operations Research -An Introduction,Macmilan.6' G' Hadley, Nonrinear and Dynamic program*;g,';ieson wesley
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Paper II: Analysis and Differential
Subject Code: phd-063

Module I:

Equations

Real Analysis: Real number system and its order completeness, sequences and various tests of convergenceand divergence of series of real numbers. continuity and differentiabitity (single and several variables)

complex Analysis: - Analyticity, cauchy's residue theorem, evaluation of definite and improper integralsusing contour integration, meromorphic functions, argument principle, Rouche,s theorem, open mappingtheorem' singularity and residue at oo. conformaliiy, M<ibius transformations, the group of Mribiustransformations' cauchy's therems on Integrabilty and differentialbilty of complex functions,

Metric spacc$: completeness, connectedness, compactness, Basic topology.
Functional Analysis Inner product Spaces, Normed spaces, Banach Spaces, Linear operators LinearFunctionals and Hilbert Spaces.

Recommended Books:

1' Walter Rudin, Principle of Mothematical Analysls, Mcgraw Hill, Third Edition
2' Erwin Kreyszig, Introduction to Functional Analysis with Applications, John wiley & Sons. fl
3' H'S' Kasana, Complex Variables: Theory and Applicotions,pHl Learning pvt. Ltd. "y.-4(l tModurerr ,\trr{ L*

- lijfgential Equations \j ,b' *
oDE:- Initial value problems, Existence and uniqueness theorem, Series solution around an orclinary pointand a regular singular point, Method of Frobenius, Bessel, Legendre and Hypergeometric equations,confluent Hyper geometric equation, self adjoint eigen value problems, Green,s functions, second orderboundary value problems, Sturm Liouville problems.

PDE:- Linear and quasi linear equations, Partial Differential Equations of second order with constant andvariable coefficients, classification and reduction of second order equations to canonical form, cauchy,s,Neumann and Dirichlet's problems, Solution of Laplace and poisson's equations in two- and three-dimensions by variable separable method, Solutions of homogeneous and non-homogeneous wave and heatequations.

Recommended Books
1' B'Rai' D'P'choudhary, H.I.Freedman, A course in ordinary Dilferential Equations, NarosaPublishing House, New Delhi
2' K'Sankara Rao,Introduction to Partial Dffirential Equations, Prentice - Hall of India, New Delhi -110001 'I '.- "-' r -v"r'v\ 
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